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Amiel Tours’ Very Own
Guaranteed Departure Tour for
English Speakers
A land of beauty, where the unexpected unfolds
before your eyes at every turn
From the hidden secrets of the Tel Aviv metropolis,
to the ancient awe-inspiring sites of Jerusalem. From
the uniquely barren tranquility of the Dead Sea, to
the vibrant sights and smells of Israel’s multi-cultural
cuisine.
Get to know the different faces of Israel through a
profound, empowering and unique tour experience.
A tour that satisfies visitors’ thirst for knowledge
and new experiences, while leaving them hungry for
more.

It is different with us:

Dates of operation:

• Small Groups, maximum 25 PAX
• One guide throughout the tour
• Half Board (2 dinners on own account)
• New Boutique Hotel accommodations
• One quick pick-up and drop-off from the hotel
• Guaranteed Departure with

December 10-18, 2018
January 14-22, 2019
February 11-19, 2019
March 11-19, 2019
April 8-16, 2019
May 13-21, 2019
June 10-18, 2019
July 15-23, 2019
August- 12-20, 2019
September 16-24, 2019
October 21-29, 2019
November 11-19, 2019
December 9-17, 2019

minimum 2 PAX

• Monthly departures starting December 2018
• Optional 3 day extension to Eilat and Petra

For more information please contact us at: mngt@amiel.israel.net

Day to Day Itinerary
Day 1 - Monday
Finding your Feet

Day 2 - Tuesday
Raring to go

Arriving at Ben Gurion International Airport,
you will be met by an Amiel Tours representative
who will see you smoothly through baggage
claim and customs, and safely into your transport
to Tel Aviv.
Overnight and dinner: Tal by the Beach
Hotel, Tel Aviv

Get ready for a fun-packed day in and around
the bustling metropolis of Tel Aviv. Kick off
with an inspiring visit to the State of Mind
Innovation Center at the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange. For a change of pace, explore the
ancient port city of Jaffa. Then, indulge your
senses with a choice of two tantalizing
culinary tours, before taking a stroll down
Rothschild Boulevard to take in Tel Aviv’s
White City and its prominent collection of
Bauhaus buildings.
Overnight: Tal by the Beach Hotel, Tel Aviv

Day 3 – Wednesday
Back to the future
Today, we head north out of Tel Aviv along
Israel’s beautiful Mediterranean coastline. First
stop, Caesarea and its archeological wonders.
Step back in time as you explore the ancient port,
Roman hippodrome, amphitheater and palace.
For a taste of modern Israeli history, experience
kibbutz life, past and present at the Ein Shemer
kibbutz museum and Kibbutz Magal, where
you will learn about pioneering agricultural
technology. Take in the wonders of the crusader
port city of Akko, a UNESCO heritage site.
Dinner and Overnight: NEA, Western Galilee

Day 5 – Friday
The Multi-Cultural Face of Israel

Israel is home to many faiths and cultures, and
today you will get a taste of a few of them. Start
the day with the less familiar spectacular Bahai
Gardens at Akko. Learn about the Druze people
in the village of Isfiya. Then, walk in the footsteps
of Jesus in his hometown of Nazareth, including
a tour of the Church of the Annunciation. Finish
in a drive to Jerusalem, where you will enjoy a
traditional Jewish Shabbat dinner at the home
of a local family.
Overnight: Leonardo Boutique Hotel,
Jerusalem

Day 7 – Sunday
Layers of the Past

The Old City of Jerusalem has enraptured people
through the generations. We begin our journey
of discovery with a tour of the fascinating tunnels
at the City of David and its excavations from the
1st Temple period. Next up, the Western Wall,
the ancient commercial street the Cardo and the
Arab Bazaar, topped off with a unique rooftop
tour of Old City neighborhoods. Continue to
be uplifted with a walk along part of the Via
Dolorosa to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher,
before enjoying a free evening.
Overnight: Leonardo Boutique Hotel,
Jerusalem

Day 9 – Tuesday
Shalom & L’Hitra’ot

Your last day in Israel is designated a free day
before heading to the airport for your flight
home. Whatever you decide to do, we know
you’ll leave Israel with everlasting memories!

Day 4 – Thursday
Cobblestones & Vineyards
As we set off towards the Sea of Galilee and
Golan Heights, we stop into the mystical city of
Tzfat, with its narrow, cobbled alleys, beautiful
synagogues and artist colony. This is followed
by a tour and wine tasting at the Pelter Winery
in the Golan Heights. Then, a walk through the
Talmudic village of Katzrin takes you back in
time to ancient Israel, before we round off the
day with a boat ride on the calm waters of the
Sea of Galilee.
Dinner and Overnight: NEA, Western Galilee

Day 6 – Saturday
Highs & Lows
A stunning view of Wadi Qelt and the
cliffhanging monastery of St. George awaits
you as we head out of Jerusalem. Our next stop
is a cable car ride up to the ancient fortress of
Masada, overlooking the Dead Sea, followed by
a leisurely afternoon in the Dead Sea itself – the
lowest place on Earth. Returning to Jerusalem,
we’ll take in the breathtaking Sound and Light
Show at the Tower of David.
Overnight: Leonardo Boutique Hotel,
Jerusalem

Day 8 – Monday
Honoring History

Our Jerusalem experience continues with a visit
to Yad Vashem, the world’s primary Holocaust
memorial and museum. The Israel Museum
offers a peek inside the famous ancient Dead
Sea Scrolls, and a model of Jerusalem as it was
in the 2nd Temple period. Israeli creativity and
philanthropic work is exemplified at the Yvel
Design Center and Megemeria School of Jewelry
& Art. You can then choose to visit Bethlehem,
including the Church of the Nativity, or enjoy
some leisure time at Mamilla Mall or on Ben
Yehuda Street. We end the day with a farewell
dinner.
Overnight: Leonardo Boutique Hotel,
Jerusalem

Optional 2 nights extension to Eilat and Petra, Jordan
Day 9 – Tuesday

Fly from Tel Aviv to Eilat, transfer to the hotel and check in.
Overnight: Herods Eilat

Day 10 – Wednesday

Set out by bus on a day tour from Eilat to the beautiful ‘Rose City’ of Petra.
Overnight: Herods Eilat

Day 11 – Thursday

Enjoy a leisurely day in Eilat, before catching your flight to Ben Gurion airport,
from where you will depart on your flight home.
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